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EDITORIAL

Yfe all need a little more understanding

THE DESIRE OF WATER
Caugfit and composed, motionCess BCue, betiind
tbe dam, tfie river and tbe rain appear
reserved, reCyin^ on a passiny ivind
to Cid^tfiem bad(to life, tbat ivarps and moves
tbeir weCded surfaces against tbe sheer
zvadCwith fCowing room on its otberside.
“But wavelets spCasbing cannot turn tbe tide
of emptiness enforced by concrete. Sbove
as it might, surface water’s onCy hope
is overflow, and that re(juires increasing
depth. ^raduaCCy, the biCCion rain drops
and bCoated river combined, reaCizing
in their brooding bCue depth the depth it ta^,
rise toward the dam's Cip too much for floodgates.

MARK JARMAN

THE WORD OF WATER
Tdie word of water spo/^ a wavy Cine
To the ‘Egyptians; we can aCso hear
‘Variations from the strict Cinear
In faCC andfaucet, paiC and ice-pitcher.
‘Whether in fountain or in porceCain
It spealg a speech so crystaC in its chime
‘We never to question this coCd
Transparent wanderer from the underworld
Vibout the dead, — whose resurrection fiCCs
WCore than haCf the earth uttering a word
‘That no man Civing has interpreted.

E.L. MAYO

I came to Huxley two and a half years ago as an ignorant
environmental zealot. There I was, 23 years old and ready to
save the world from clear-cuts, overfishing and air pollution.
These goals were certainly honorable and important, but it
took eye-opening and sometimes painful experiences to see that
my approach was often wrong. From my experiences, I learned
to question the education Fd received at grade school and
university. I questioned the limits of my cultural and social
upbringing.
How could I, a white male from a middle-class family,
understand the complex relationship between racism, classism,
sexism and homophobia and environmental pollution?
I’m pleased to say that conversations with professors and
peers at Huxley College helped answer this question. But most
of my re-education came from my own searching and the
persistent prodding of my partner.
Last fall, as part of a self-designed research project, I took the
initiative to spend several days working with loggers on the San
Juan Islands. And although the cutting of trees was painful to
watch, I felt more pain and frustration for the men and women
still working those woods. For them, there is no future. I learned
more about environmental protection in those few days then 1
had in any previous class or protest march against logging.
Two and a half years ago I would have carried a banner
demanding that all logging be stopped. Today, I won’t carry a
banner unless I know I’m working to find and provide opportu
nities and solutions for displaced loggers.
Recently I overheard some “environmentalists” criticize the
Native American Student Union on Western's campus because
one of its members couldn’t make a decision about sponsoring a
benefit. What the “environmentalists” didn’t understand is that
many Native groups, and the Native American Student Union
included, make consensus decisions, and that no one individual
acts as group leader or decision maker.
Soon after, in one of Huxley’s “core” classes, I witnessed the
same cultural ignorance resurface. During a lecture about the
mediation process, a student asked how one could sit at a table
and exchange opinions with “loggers.” The student said that
because “loggers” are opinionated it would be impossible to
dialogue let alone find solutions. Aren’t we all opinionated?
Two and a half years ago, both incidents would have slipped
past unnoticed. Today, I clench my fists in frustration and anger.
Today, I d confront those students and make them take respon
sibility for being inflexible and “opinionated.”
For almost 20 years the environmental movement has been
touted by the media and politicians as the cure to environmental
degradation. And a lot of good has been done on global, national
and community levels. But I think it’s time for all of us “envi
ronmentalists” to get realistic.
Environmental problems affect everyone -- regardless of race,
gender, class or preference - and unless people from all these
groups sit at the same table able to make the same decisions,
nothing will really get solved. For anyone who feels offended by
what you have read, good. As I said in the beginning, some
times these experiences are painful.
In a few months I’ll be graduating, but even if I’m still
somewhat zealous I’m confident that my time here has been
worth it. I’ve learned a lot — I’ve learned to listen, with respect.
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How
to
stop
a
pipeline
Try what N.O.P.E., No Oilport!, and STOPP did
Toni Weyman
O........................

in Vancouver, B.C., 80 shareholders
gathered for the Trans Mountain Pipe
line Company annual stockholders
meeting. Men in dark suits and women
in professional attire climbed the stairs
to the Arbutus Room - the scene of the
meeting — in the plush downtown Four
Seasons Hotel.
Sixteen individuals representing five
anti-pipeline organizations also gathered
at the Four Seasons Hotel that morning.
Their mission: to state their opposition
to Trans Mountain’s proposed oil port,
tank farm and 150-mile oil pipeline.
Their audience: the Trans Mountain
stockholders. Ironically, these sixteen
people were, themselves, stockholders.
Purchasing the stock was the latest
tactic in this group’s arsenal to do battle
against the Canadian oil company.
Preparing for the meeting that morning,
the group tried to anticipate all the
worst-case scenarios: Would they be
denied entrance to the meeting? Would
Trans Mountain executives try to silence
them when they spoke out during the
comment session?
What the group did not anticipate was
a best-case scenario. But it’s exactly
what they got.
Ten minutes into the meeting, Trans
Mountain’s president and chief execu
tive officer, Richard Stokes, announced
the company had decided not to proceed
with its application. Two of the four area
refineries - ARCO and BP Oil - had
told Trans Mountain they would not
support the project. Without a commit
ment from all the refineries, the project
would not be financially viable. The oil
pipeline was, for the moment, a dead
issue.
This startling and unexpected an
nouncement was, for the anti-pipeline
shareholders and their fellow activists
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back home in the states, the
culmination of an almost twoyear effort to fight the
pipeline project.
On July 3, 1990, Trans
Mountain formally announced
its intent to build an oil port
and pipeline starting in
Clallam County west of Port
Angeles and ending at the
refineries in Ferndale. Trans
Mountain promoted the
pipeline as a safer method of
transporting oil than tankers.
Grayden Hayward, Trans
Mountain vice president and
executive-in-charge of the
proposed Low Point project,
reiterated his company’s
“Just say N.O.P.E.”and other newsletters
Rich Fotheringill
claim that pipelines are not a
denounce the pipeline.
major risk. Hayward, who
splits his time between Trans
the late 1970s and early 1980s when a
Mountain’s Vancouver and Seattle
similar project was proposed — the
offices, said the company wouldn’t have
Northern Tier oil port and pipeline. In
been involved in the project if it weren’t
1982, then Gov. John Spellman vetoed
100 percent sure of the pipeline’s sjfety.
the project. At this same time, Trans
Not everyone shared Hayward’s
Mountain considered a pipeline of its
confidence.
own, but withdrew its plans when the
Concerns not only about safety but
Northern Tier project failed.
about the environment, economics,
Within days of Trans Mountain’s 1990
property rights and water quality were
pipeline proposal announcement, Norma
key issues in the anti-pipeline opposi
Turner found herself back on familiar
tion. Arming themselves with informa
turf.
tion and research, the individuals
Turner, a school nurse with the Port
involved became political activists
Angeles school district, was one of the
overnight. A diverse group of people
key people responsible for resurrecting
including retirees, business people,
No Oilport!. She’d been president of the
homemakers, real estate agents, nurses,
organization during the first go-round
teachers, carpenters, fishermen and
with Northern Tier. A lively woman
professional environmentalists banded
with ceaseless energy. Turner, 52,
together to form a formidable grass
quickly became the spokesperson in the
roots movement. All along the route of
opposition movement and, as president
the proposed pipeline, opposition groups
of No Oilport!, was frequently quoted in
formed to block the project.
Puget Sound newspaper accounts of
One of the most instrumental groups
anti-pipeline activities.
in this movement was No Oilport!.
Turner says Trans Mountain is not
Based in Port Angeles, the No Oilport!
likely to admit its decision to stop the
organization had been on the scene in
project was influenced in anyway by the
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mental Council (WEC) and the Ameri
as the local chapter of the Audubon
grass-roots opposition. Yet she is
can Oceans Campaign (AOC). Adding
Society publicly voiced its opposition to
undaunted by this oversight. ‘'I feel
yet another acronym to the list, this
the pipeline. But it wasn’t until the
absolutely and positively convinced that
broad-based coalition called itself
March 7 oil spill at the Laurel pump
citizen participation was a significant
Coalition for Safer Transport (CO$T).
station that a specific group formed,
factor. Every time we turned around,
A week prior to the stockholders
completing the chain of grass-roots
there was a new group ready to spring
meeting, the CO$T coalition sent to
pipeline opposition from Clallam to
up.
various media organizations a 16-minute
Whatcom counties.
A thread of commonality runs through
video entitled, Deja vu: Return of Trans
The group called itself STOPP — Stop
this diverse group of individuals who
Mountain, explaining the opposition side
the Oil Pollution and Pipeline. Perhaps
relinquished a lot of their personal lives
of the pipeline issue. The video was
STOPP’s chairperson, Leslie Payne, best
for the anti-pipeline effort - a high level
produced with editors, writers and
summed up the reason for Whatcom
of energy and dedication to purpose.
producers all donating their time to the
County’s slow reaction to Trans
These qualities are immediately detect
cause. Grace credits that video with
Mountain’s project. Payne, 34, a
able in Teri Grace, a thirty-something
creating a surge in public concern and
carpenter who lives three miles from the
mother of two and bookkeeper for her
awareness of the proposed pipeline.
pump station, says she didn’t even know
husband’s construction business.
If victory is sweet, then the groups
about the pump station, and she’s lived
Grace and her family live on
that opposed the pipeline are on a major
in the area all her life.
Marrowstone Island in Jefferson County,
sugar high. Just as a sugar high is a
The March spill, which leaked 2,100
the county immediately east of Clallam.
quick rush, so too, is the complete sense
gallons of oil into nearby wetlands, was
The proposed pipeline would have cut a
of victory. While
path across this
many members of
narrow rural
these groups talk about
island before it
disbanding or resum
went under
ing a “normal” life,
Admiralty Inlet to
some remain wary of
Whidbey Island.
Trans Mountain and
Grace and a group
future attempts to
of fledgling
revive the pipeline.
pipeline busters
Darlene Madenwald of
formed their own
the WEC believes
grass-roots
Trans Mountain is
movement in
waiting for a tanker
February 1991.
spill to promote its
The group called
pipeline. The issue is
itself NOPE - No
definitely not dead,
Oil Pipeline Ever.
she says.
All over the
So what are the
county, bumper
members of the CO$T
stickers and
coalition going to do
buttons appeared
Mike Wewer
with their stocks?
with the ‘'Just Say Norma Turner of NO OILPORT!, Fred Felleman of American Oceans Campaign and
Martin Keeley of Friends of Boundary Bay (left to right) celebrate the cancellation of the
They all plan on
NOPE!” logo.
pipeline project.
keeping them. Jane
No Oilport! and
Foltz, a member of STOP, says she will
the third in a year by the same organiza
NOPE were joined by STOP - Stop the
buy another share so she can leave them
tion — Trans Mountain. Payne says the
Oilport and Pipelines - on Whidbey and
odor from the spill caused nausea among in her will for each of her two sons.
Camano Islands. A late arrival on the
Teri Grace says keeping the stock might
people living close by. For Payne, two
scene was NOT - No Oil Terminal - in
give her an “inside” into what Trans
spills were bad enough, but a third was
Joyce. The town of Joyce is just west of
Mountain is doing. Norma Turner has no
unacceptable. “This was in my own
Port Angeles and would have been the
plans to give up her stock any time soon.
backyard, I had to do something.”
site of the oil pipeline tank farm. Grace
“I’m going to monitor Trans Mountain
As the timeline for Trans Mountain’s
credits NOT in Joyce with providing a
for quite a while.”
May submission to Washington State’s
high-intensity shot in the arm for the
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council
campaign-weary anti-pipeliners.
Toni Weyman is finishing a degree in
Meanwhile in Whatcom County, home (EFSEC) neared, the grass-roots opposi
journalism. Following a summer
tion movement gained new momentum.
of Trans Mountain’s existing Laurel
internship, she is looking forward to
Many of the organizers from the various
pump station, a grass-roots movement
grass roots groups joined forces with two finding an obscenely well-paying job
was slow in forming. Various environ
with a hefty expense account.
larger groups: the Washington Environ
mentally concerned organizations such
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Befriending Economists:
Confessions of a former econophobe
T.R. Morris

" .. once tough environmental goals are
set, mechanisms that take advantage of mar
ketplace forces should be designed to achieve
these goals.
Robert Stavins Jan/Feb ’89 Environment.

incentive of hiding environmental costs.
Putting the environmental contingent at ease, Dan asserted
to the class of mostly economics majors that economics is “not
synonymous with business”- their interests being far from
parallel. Environmental economics bespeaks that including
environmental damage as a cost leads everyone to “do the
right thing”— environmentally speaking.
Previously, I leaned toward junking the whole
'.MSimo
sof*UH<w<i
um
ctiC
WANf
W**-*market conundrum in favor something simpler •' 70 fiO
ClALV-'f
fO WAK£ a
perhaps trading stone knives and bear skins. I’m now
MoUt.
I
I
of the mind that the environmental movement needs
what the chairman of the Sierra Club, Michael
McCloskey, calls “direct action in the marketplace.”
The environmental movement has been enormously
successful in generating moral support - not with
,f
7t*L ohL ryt/sto Th^t
changing peoples’ behavior. The public tends to see
wcxcD
thl s>6asT Poiiiivi Lfrccr oa/
Usr/n/cT/yc
business and industry as the ecological culprits p^TJtMS of UVtAte WOOLd
placing less emphasis on its own equally dirty hand as
consumers.
In a national survey in 1989 and 1990, 74 percent of
respondents agreed that “...environmental standards
cannot be too high and continuing environmental
ACTWALL'/,
7
I
VOOCAm>
improvements must be made regardless of cost.” If 74
PAPtR 'NSTEAli
iXPlCT
c/j
ixoicrui
IS
PAPC.R
TWI^£*
^HocC
percent of the public shelled out the effort - and
9t»£F/CiAt
dollars — for recycled products, energy conservation,
wilderness preservation, organic produce, and alterna
tive transportation, our problems might be solved.
«r
t
rMT' ««.1|
Tragically, harmful products tend to be cheaper.
<l
Consumers must pay more for safer alternatives. The
TCXES O 1990 Buffalo News. Reprinted with permis.sion o< UNvers^ Rre®s Syrdlicaie All rights tBsetvwJ,
fact is most people aren’t making that sacrifice.
The public seems to be of two minds. It wants and appreci
ates environmental quality, but has yet to come out in droves
making sacrifices for it. If I held the deciding vote on how to
’ve always disliked economists. As a dedicated environ
give the market an environmental “tune-up,” I would drench it
mentalist I felt obliged to — until I actually met a few. In the
with a storm of financial incentives. In order to stimulate
past, I ground my teeth with scarcely restrained contempt for
individual action, the cost of environmental damage must
that discipline which seemed so intent upon devaluing every
become personal.
thing I care deeply about.
I have become a firm believer in the “hit ‘em in the wallets
Recently, however, I enrolled in Dan Hagen’s Environmen
hard enough and they will beg you to tell them what to do”
tal Economics class. Expecting the worst, I considered bring
theory. Given the right incentives, the public and industry
ing a barf-bag and high-blood-pressure pills. Instead, I found
might gladly anticipate and avoid hurting the environment. To
new light on a despised discipline, and innovative ideas for
merge the profit motive and environmental concern it must
what to do about the worsening state of the environment.
become a demonstrable fact that environmental costs will
I learned that economists are not afflicted with the long-term come out of pocketbooks. This accomplished, the power of the
vision impairment gripping many corporate executives. It isn’t
market will be promoting a cause to which it was formerly
actually surprising that companies under the gun of quarterly
opposed.
dividends take advantage of short-term, cheap-and-dirty
If we raise the cost of environmentally harmful production,
solutions. We should expect no more of them given the current
the bill eventually lands on consumer heads. Is this a problem?
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No, it’s the whole point. Consumers drive the markets. When a
cheap-and-dirty good becomes expensive, people are encour
aged — above and beyond any moral incentives they might
have - to avoid it. The potential applications of this theory are
abundant.
The price of gasoline in the United States falls dismally
short of reflecting environmental costs. About 25 percent of
the world’s CO^ emissions come from American cars alone.
Additional costs of driving include: oil drilling, oil spills, air
pollution, traffic fatalities, and - without a leap of imagination
— international war.
Enter economics. If a dollar per gallon tax were levied, for
environmental reasons, amazing things would happen. Some
people would be forced to drive less. Those who continued to
drive would be contributing to an enormous fund for such
needed areas as alternative transportation, sustainable energy
sources, habitat rehabilitation, growth management, and global
warming abatement. The benefits to society and future
generations easily exceed the costs.
The reason recycled paper is more expensive is not because
it costs more per se. Dan proclaimed, ‘Tf the price of virgin
paper reflected all the costs of its production, including the
external (environmental) costs, then it would probably be
considerably more expensive than recycled paper.”
The same is true for organic produce and other green
products. (They’re not called ‘‘green” just because they’re
good for the Earth.) The current system doesn’t include many
of the important costs and by default encourages producers to
use quick-and-dirty approaches. Citizens are forced to pay for
environmental protection the government should provide.
The “command and control” approach to pollution regula
tion results in industries “coming clean” to a certain point.
Once regulations have been satisfied, conservation activities
screech to a halt. With the incentive not to pollute gone, why
would they continue?
What would happen if every industry was required to buy
marketable permits to pollute? Clean firms gain a competitive
edge over dirtier ones. Setting a ceiling for the maximum
amount of pollution becomes easy — limit the amount sold,
and fine heavily for exceeding one’s limit. Preservation groups
could even compete with industry for the leftover permits —
driving the price of polluting up and lowering the total
pollution allowed.
Between 1982-1988, below-cost timber sales lost more than
$400 million. If these — as well as the environmental — costs
were “internalized” then lumber would cost more and be
demanded less. The result: more trees protected.
The Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service
hand out public land for cattle grazing at one quarter the
commercial cost. Millions of acres have been abused for this
end. Additionally, cattle drink twice their weight in water a
week. If the water alone were paid for, beef would cost over
$25 a pound. Wolves, grizzlies, and most of the country’s
other natural predators have been wiped-out and keptout for
the sake of livestock. In my opinion, this must stop. If a
hamburger really costs $10, so be it.
Environmentalists fear and misunderstand economics. The
spotted owl is case in point. “Jobs or owls” sounds like an
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Dan Hagen.

Michael J. Lehnert

economic argument. Lumber prices are going up — the price is
beginning to reflect the true costs - -which include erosion,
loss of scenery and wildlife, increased greenhouse effect, and
the extinction of species.
If the number of jobs in the timber industry were to dimin
ish, this would actually be good. With real costs reflected and
demand for lumber going down, the only sensible thing to do
is to shrink the industry — this means fewer jobs. The industry
argues that jobs should be preserved. Should we cut timber and
damage the environment for the sake of preserving jobs?
Dan’s opinion on this: “The commercial value of old growth
forests is maximized by harvesting, but our research shows
that the economic value is maximized by preserving them... It
makes no sense at all to employ loggers to cut down forests
that the public derives greater utility from standing.” Society
would be better off retraining loggers.
Once an economic cynic, I find mainstream economics not
so hostile to environmental protection. With a wry smile Dan
illuminated this point, “Industry might not be so quick to ask
for ‘economic considerations’ if it knew what that implied.”
Industry more likely wants financial, not economic, consider
ations. Dan is publishing research showing that the highest
valued use of natural resourses is often leaving them intact.
The idea of selling the right to pollute and placing monetary
values on wilderness still appalls me. But dismissing environ
mental economics as a tool to adjust society one-step-closer to
Ecotopia would be a fantastic oversight.
The barrier to legislating an environmentally friendly market
lies in the inertia of the status quo cemented by corporate
strangleholds on politics and media. Hope for the future lies in
educating the public - to choose the products and politicians
that represent their values. Environmental economics is an
attempt to clear the fog of detachment — connecting what one
buys to how it affects the planet.
T.R. Morris is a Huxley outlaw at Fairhaven College studying
environmental science and policy^ and probably will be for the
rest of his natural days.
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Lake
Whatcom
in
trouble
Urbanization and logging degrade Bellingham's drinking water
Becci Oxner

TD

surface runoff.
“Our children will drink our decisions
and our actions. If none are made, they
will drink our sewage,” Wells said.
She understands the issues inside and
out. Particularly, when she points out
that citizen’s lifestyles must change. If
city resident’s expect to have clean
drinking water, we can’t continue to
generate pollutants from automobiles,
lawn fertilizers and septic tanks.

JL^ellingham’s drinking water is
in trouble.
Recent findings from a water monitor
ing program, funded by the city and
released in early January, found high
concentrations of pollutants in several
creeks that drain into Lake Whatcom Bellingham’s sole source of drinking
water.
‘‘During most of the sampling
period,” according to the report,
“creeks that drain residential areas
“Our children will drink
were found to contain higher concen
our decisions and our
trations of pollutants traditionally
actions. If none are made,
associated with urban runoff, includ
ing phosphorus, suspended sediments,
they will drink our sew
dissolved metals (especially copper
age. ”
and zinc) and fecal coliforms, than
.......................................... ...... . .... .
creeks in forested areas.”
Phosphorus may sound harmless
Friends of Lake Whatcom (FOLW)
enough — a good fertilizing agent for
monitors other practices threatening the
lawns and gardens — but high amounts
lake, such as logging.
of phosphorus are known to degrade
FOLW wants logging practices
water quality. Phosphorous increases
regulated to minimize impacts to the
algae productivity resulting in “blooms”
watershed. Also, it wants local govern
of undesirable algaes. Eventually the
ment involved in this regulation process.
algal blooms deplete the lake of
Bellingham lacks comprehensive
oxygen, and finally it becomes a
information about past forest practices,
stagnant bog - useless as drinking
particularly in the Smith Creek area.
water. Although aging is a natural
The area has experienced substantial
process of any lake, pollutants such as
problems from logging. Debris left from
phosphorus make lakes age faster.
logging caused unnatural blockages in
Robin Matthews, lead scientist for the
the stream. Such information is crucial
project, conducted by the Institute for
to the development of effective regula
Watershed Studies at Western Washing
tion.
ton University from May 1990 to April
The beauty of Lake Whatcom can’t be
1991, warns: “We are doing the exact
denied. Steep slopes surround the shore.
same things in Lake Whatcom that have
It bustles with activity. Stunning homes
been done in other lakes to cause
border the shore, while large neighbor
acceleration.”
hoods gather close to the lake perimeter.
Although Lake Whatcom covers about Sunny days bring many people to one of
5,000 acres, degrading urbanization
the three public parks along the shore.
pressures are clear to citizens as well as
Busy roads wind around the lake.
scientists.
Motorboats and orange and yellow
Sherilyn Wells, Friends of Lake
kayaks brighten the shimmering waters.
Whatcom chairperson, knows all about
But all this activity leads to other
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problems.
“We have a multiple use watershed
and that means multiple conflicts,” said
Bill McCourt, superintendent of opera
tions for Bellingham’s Public Works
Department.
Even though urbanization and logging
are dire threats to the lake, both activi
ties continue. Currently developers have
proposed to add 105 units to an existing
apartment complex near Bloedel« Donovan Park.
Public Works sends out brochures
and surveys to utility customers and
lake residents who have the greatest
impact on lake water quality. The
brochures try to educate and warn
residents about surface runoff pollut
ants.
But a major flaw exists with this
^ effort — low response rates.
It’s difficult to tell the public when it
will be too late to reverse the desradation of the lake’s water quality, but
McCourt and other experts agree that at
some point it will be too late.
Bellingham has funded an annual
water monitoring program for over 30
years. In the past, Matthews and the
Institute for Watershed Studies team
oversaw the program, usually sending its
findings in letters to city officials. If the
last 20 years of data gathered on the lake
was analyzed, a comprehensive pattern
analysis about the lake would be gained.
At this time, state laws do not require
such studies. If the city is not required to
pay for this, who will? Maybe it’s time
for the state to pay, too.
Kramer, Chin and Mayo, a broadbased engineering and applied science
firm located in Seattle, specializes in
lake restoration. The method is a costly
alternative to prevention. Harry Gib
bons, lake and water quality coordinator
for the firm, said in the late 1970s and
early 1980s it cost $160,000 for a lake
restoration study and $1.6 million for the
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actual restoration.
Gibbons stressed that money to fund
these projects is hard to get. Competition
among special interest groups, who all
want money for their own projects, is
tough.
“It’s a lot easier to solve the problem
before, than to have to compete for funds
to solve the problem afterwards.”
Sending out brochures is not enough,
more action from the community is
essential to stop Lake Whatcom’s
deterioration. We need more people like
Sherilyn Wells -- people who care.
Working for sounder land-use laws and
zoning regulations will help protect the
city’s single source of drinking water.
Certainly these methods are necessary,
but to ensure the long-term health of
Lake Whatcom we need a total commu
nity effort that stops the problems at their
sources, before it’s too late. The time has
long passed for decisions to develop or
log are made only by those who stand to
profit.
Hopefully, in 20 years we’ll be
drinking our decisions and not our
sewage.
Becci Oxner is a journalism major at
Western. She plans on working as a free
lance writer, focusing on the outdoors.

Rich Fotheringill

SherHyn Wells on the shore of Lake Whatcom.
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If clams could speak:
Colin Wilcox
l^magine a clam, nothing special, just your everyday Joe

Bivalve who happily spends his life burrowing into the mud and
filtering food from seawater by pumping it through his innards.
Now imagine the bay where Joe lives. It’s studded with small,
picturesque islands and lined with large, comfortable houses
surrounded by well-kept lawns and towering Douglas firs —
broken septic tanks that leak untreated sewage into the water sewage that Joe Bivalve pumps through his innards.
You don’t have to go far to make those images real. The place
is Kiket Bay, a seemingly idyllic spot on the west side of the
Swinomish Tribal Community near La Conner. The islands,
homes, lawns and Douglas firs are all there. I watched children
play on the beach and laughingly try to ride driftwood logs
through the surf, oblivious to the filth in the water.
The filth is hard to escape, even if raw sewage isn’t a problem.
Bellingham Bay’s shellfish aren’t tainted with sewage; the city’s
sewer system sees to that. But they are exposed to other types of
gunk. The abandoned city dump that resurfaced on the beach at
the foot of Cornwall Avenue this April is a good example of a
mounting problem - namely that one of Washington’s most
valuable and well known resources, its shellfish, is fast becoming
too dirty to eat.
Kiket Bay models the contamination problem and the solutions
to it. The bay was closed to shellfish harvesting in 1988, when
tests by Dr. Bert Webber, professor at Huxley College of Environ
mental Studies, and the State Department of Health, showed
unsafe levels of the bacteria found in human and animal waste
— called fecal coliforms — in the digestive systems of the shellfish.
Broken septic systems are the biggest culprit in this case, but
Webber also found that a concrete pipe discharges sewage
directly onto the beach. It gave me the creeps to watch those kids
Similk Bsy neighbors Kiket Bey end could soon be closed to shellfish her\'esting es well.
play in the water knowing that pipe was there, even though the
bacteria in the water were at safe levels.
Recreational shellfishing also suffers. The Puget Sound Water
To help remedy the problem, the Swinomish have now hired Quality Authority (the Authority) says that 39 percent of the
Webber to locate the contamination sources and measure their recreation shellfish beds in the Sound and Hood Canal are closed
severity. The study’s results will be used to develop a cleanup and an additional 24 percent will be if degraded any further.
plan. Results are expected by mid-summer and Webber hopes the
This problem is nothing new, it’s been with us since the 1950s,
actual cleanup will start in three to four years. The primary means but now in a different form. The Authority says contamination
of cleanup will be the construction of a sewage system that then occurred mainly in urban areas and came ^ from easily
homeowners will be required to use. After the pollution stops, the identifiable sources such as sewage treatment plants. That made
shellfish will decontaminate in about six months. Meanwhile, a cleanup relatively easy; the treatment plants were upgraded and
productive shellfish bed that saw both commercial and traditional their outfalls were routed away from affected beaches. Today the
community uses remains closed.
situation is different. Stuart Glasoe, environmental planner for
But the Swinomish are not the only ones dealing with this the Authority, said rural bays and Inlets face the biggest threat.
problem - we all are. Sewage contamination renders more than The culprit is nonpoint pollution: contamination from a large
40 percent of the Sound’s commercial shellfish beds unharvestable. number of sources that are hard to pinpoint and time consuming
Skagit Bay is closed to shellfish harvesting entirely, as are to stop.
numerous beaches in southern Puget Sound.
Primary sources of contamination include:
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Clean up the bays and estuaries!
threat. “Coliform bacteria are quite common...andby themselves
they’re not very toxic,” Webber said. The contamination doesn’t
harm the shellfish, either, providing them instead with a bacteriarich environment. The danger comes from the disease-causing
bacteria that often go along for the ride.
Bob Saunders, supervisor of the Washington State Department
of Ecology’s Shellfish Protection Unit, said the greatest risks
from eating contaminated shellfish are hepatitis and “a general
gastrointestinal illness, vomiting and what-not, caused by a
variety of microorganisms.” These “hitchhikers” are the reasons
the health department shuts down harvesting.
Further restrictions will be costly. The Authority’s newsletter.
Soundwaves, states that Washington’s 1989 commercial shellfish
harvest was worth $52 million wholesale. Recreational shellfishers
enjoy more than a million clamming trips per year, netting more
than 3.3 million pounds of shellfish with an approximate retail
value of $11.2 million. Based on the Authority’s information,
cleaning and reopening the commercial beds could add $21
million to the state’s economy each year.
But restoration efforts will take time. Since 1987, the Depart
ment of Ecology has spent about $10 million on the timeconsuming, expensive task of cleaning up a large number of
contamination sources. Typical sources are broken septic systems
and unsanitary cattle or dairy farms. Correcting the problems
involves contacting each affected landowner and improving each
piece of degraded land.
Increasing efforts to control this widespread problem are being
made on state, county and federal levels. State-wide, a shellfish
protection act requested by the Authority, SB 6132, was recently
signed into law. According to Soundwaves, the bill enables
counties with shellfish resources to establish protection districts
by providing priority funding from a variety of sources including
the Centennial Clean Water Fund. The measure also forces
counties with closed or downgraded shellfish beds to establish
protection districts and implement cleanup measures.
Family farms. Many families keep cows or horses as pets.
On the county level. Soundwaves cites Thurston County’s new
Estimates are that one cow produces as much fecal coliform as 60 pollution control program, which is aimed at failing residential
to 70 people. As more people move into rural areas, animals are septic systems. Homeowners are issued four-year operating per
expected to have an increasingly negative impact on shellfish mits, systems are inspected in areas of degraded water quality and
beds.
inexpensive loans are offered to help low or moderate-income
Failing septic tanks. In areas where shellfish harvests are homeowners with expensive repairs.
restricted, as many as 40 percent of the nearby septic tanks have
The program’s initial results are encouraging. Inspections
failed because of age or lack of maintenance.
showed that 30 to 40 percent of the county’s septic systems were
Raw sewage from boats. Pleasure boats equipped with toilets are failing, and repairs are being made. Linda Hoffman, Thurston
required to have holding tanks. But there are not enough tank County ’s assistant chief administrator, said the program is effec
pumping stations in the Puget Sound area and boaters continue to tively reducing nonpoint pollution. However, the project may die
dump raw sewage into the water.
for lack of long-term funds.
Seals. The Authority’s 1991 Puget Sound Water Quality Manage
Recreational boating is another bright spot. Ten years of sailing
ment Plan states that resident seal populations contribute large in the San Juans taught me that many boats either don’t have
amounts of fecal coliforms to some bays and inlets.
see ^^Clams^^ on page 15
Strangely enough, the bacteria themselves are not the real
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Barbara Brenner’s rise from sit ins to county council
Susan Spence

w
T

T hatcom County Council member Barbara Brenner

of questionable practices such as boxes of leaking medical
defies any preconceived notion of an elected public official. Her waste being stacked outside the plant. Others reported highly
quicksilver mind, amazing energy and down-to-earth manner,
unsanitary conditions at TRC.
combined with mysticism in her personal philosophy, add up to
Barbara gathered affidavits from these employees for the
a rare public office holder. As a council member, Barbara has
better part of a year, and in doing so put her own safety on the
taken a strong interest in local water resource problems and
line. The word was getting out that I had something that was
growth issues. Moreover, she juggles her work in county
pretty gross.”
government with the roles of wife, mother, artist and environ
She figured she was stepping on the toes of Browning-Ferris
mental crusader.
Industries, the hauling company employed by TRC. “They have
Environmental activism first propelled Barbara into the public a track record a mile long, not only on environmental but also
eye, when she took the fight against hazardous waste all the
criminal violations,” she said. Barbara’s research showed that
way to the Governor; her experience was surely as close to a
since the mid-1980’s, Browning-Ferris has had legal difficulties
baptism by fire as any fledgling crusader was likely to get.
in in more than a half-dozen states.
It began in 1987. After hearing a KGMI news announcement
Going public wasn’t something Barbara did quietly. She
about a public hearing concerning a hazardous waste incinerator presented her evidence to state and federal officials! Governor
in Whatcom County, Barbara rushed to the meeting.
Booth Gardner, the Department of Ecology director, the head of
“We found out that this incinerator company was bringing in
the Department of Health, and the Environmental Protection
infectious waste from all over the country and Canada, and no
Agency.
one knew about it.”
Meanwhile, Browning-Ferris continued to transport medical
waste to TRC from all over the country. Through Barbara’s
leadership. Safe Waste Management Now gathered enough
“Instead ofpolarizing on specific issues, signatures to get an initiative on the county ballot to stop
what we need to realize is what we have in Browning-Ferris. The voters of Whatcom County approved the
initiative, and it became law. However, Browning-Ferris
common, what our goals are... what our
appealed the county ordinance, and the Whatcom County
beliefs and our value systems are that we prosecutor agreed to allow the hauling company to continue its
share. ”
waste transport into the county until the courts settled the issue.
Although one of Seattle’s most reputable law firms handled
the countersuit - free of charge - for Safe Waste Management
Contrary to views expressed by an overwhelming majority of
Now, Barbara took matters into her own hands.
residents at the hearing, the Northwest Air Pollution Authority
Rather than wait for the endless meetings, hearings and
(NWAPA) renewed the Thermal Reduction Company’s (TRC)
appeals to stop Browning-Ferris’ operations, she demanded a
permit to burn hazardous waste - despite the fact that TRC was
meeting with the governor, and vowed to wait in his office until
in conflict with its own environmental impact statement.
he agreed to meet with her. She took her two sons and their
It wasn’t enough to be informed of what she considered a
bicycles and toys with her to Olympia, and got the media’s
grave environmental problem - she had to do something about
attention at last — and became the bane of Governor Gardner’s
it. Barbara organized Safe Waste Management Now, and came
existence. She and the kids “camped out” in Gardner’s office
to the realization that, “You have to be prepared to go all the
for three months, while the media gave her story daily coverage.
way.” With the support of Safe Waste Management Now, her
Shortly after a testy confrontation with a guard in the
first step was to persuade NWAPA to require an acid waste
governor’s office, Barbara was finally granted a meeting with
scrubber for the plant.
Gardner. The governor gave her nothing more than vague
Barbara also went after first-hand evidence of the environ
assurances, but she plunged ahead. Despite the heartache,
mental danger TRC was inflicting upon the residents of the
expense, and even personal crisis - her three-year-old son
county. “We’re all downwind, everyone in Whatcom County.
contracted meningitis - she said of her fight against BrowningWe flew over [the incinerator] and took pictures of this green
Ferris, “Truthfully, it never occurred to me not to do it.”
trail flowing toward Bellingham,” she said. The “green trail”
(Months later, Barbara discovered that the cultures done of the
was the emission’s plume from the incinerator smokestack.
meningitis-contaminated medical waste being transported to the
Incinerator employees requesting anonymity told her stories
incinerator matched the same rare strain that her son had
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contracted.)
Regarding the incinerator issue and appeal process, Barbara
said she believes that ultimately justice will prevail. “The right
thing will happen and I have to trust that. I really learned how
to trust during that time [in Olympia]. Things were falling into
place, because it was the right thing. But it wasn’t me. I didn’t
feel like I was powerful; I didn’t feel I was better than anyone. I
felt I was a tuning fork, that things were coming through me
because I let go. Because I had no fear left and I really let go.”
Barbara has set aside her activism, at least for now, to

put on a workshop: the 1990 Community Building Growth
Management Conference. That conference attracted wide
attention — and respect for Barbara.
“The workshop really changed people’s focus on how we
should solve problems. Instead of polarizing on the specific
issues, what we need to realize is what we have in common,
what our goals are... What our beliefs and our value systems are
that we share,” she emphasized.
Last November, Barbara received a mandate from the voters
of Whatcom County - she won the 3rd district council position

Barbara Brenner (center) listens intently during a Whatcom County Council meeting.
concentrate on her work on the Whatcom County Council. As a
council member she stresses the importance of diversity along
with community building in forming public policy. Barbara
spoke of a recent public hearing on the Growth Management
Act.
“Most people did not realize the [the GMA] was a mandate of
law. Our only ability to comply lies in how we do what we do,
not whether we do it or not. And we’ve been trying to do it in
the least painful way. That means a lot of hands-on, one-on-one
with people.”
As a public official, she said she understands citizen concern
about GMA restrictions on land use — many are afraid that the
new policies on critical areas will create financial hardships,
and that personal rights, as well as property rights, will be
negatively impacted. However, Barbara emphasizes that, “I’m a
private property owner. I have a steep slope and a wetland on
my property. I do relate to those people very well.
“My husband was a logger for many years, and I want my
kids to have a decent environment. So I have a little connection
with every single part of the argument... It’s a question of what
my conscience tells me to do; I can let my conscience be my
guide.”
Barbara became involved in community building after she
lost a tight County Council election in 1989. Her opponent used
negative campaign tactics and she ended up losing the race for
member-at-large by less than one percent. “The opposition
tried to portray me as a radical, as a single issue candidate.” At
the time, she was devastated by the personal nature of the
attacks.
After the campaign, Barbara needed to focus her energies
outside of herself. With guidance from the Institute of Western
Studies at WWU, she hustled support and raised funds (among
her unlikely contributors, the Thermal Reduction Company) to
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by a 2-1 margin. And how does Barbara evaluate her work as an
elected official? “I’m still in the process of learning how county
government runs. I’ve made every mistake in the book, but I’ve
learned from every one. And it’s been good for me. I’m not
only learning issues. I’m learning the process.” She adds with a
laugh, “I figure I’ll learn by osmosis.”
Yet the process is often frustrating. “I’m a really quick
person and I move fast — government doesn’t. But I’m learing
to deal with it.”
Barbara feels that people on all sides of the issues trust her to
be fair, and she works to incorporate her sense of fairness into
her personal political style.
“I take people and issues seriously, but I don’t take the
political game seriously at all. I’ve always felt like I was a
chameleon. I’ve lived so many types of lives that I can easily
change from one style to another when it’s needed. But that’s
only because I care about people and I want to get along with
them so toy can hear what I’m saying.”
Getting people to listen to the message can also be frustrating.
“There are people out there who want to be told what they want
to hear. It’s really easy in politics to bash the other guy, to bash
the establishment. But none of these people is coming up with
alternatives,” she said.
Barbara has not forsaken her role as environmental activist,
despite the fact that the incinerator issue is “out of my hands...
it’s in the legal system” and no longer a top priority.
“Water resources are my number one environmental concern
right now. Quantity and Quality. Everyone thinks we have tons of
water up here, and suddenly, a year ago, Diane Harper from the
planning department opened up my eyes to the fact that water levels
in the Nooksack River, three to five months out of the year, are

see ^^Barhara^* on page 15
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Learning from doing
Two students take activism to heart
Sara Bynum
serves the particular cause, but is key to
learning.
“By taping county council meetings
and doing interviews with neighbors, I
learn about the issues,” he said.
Kevin committed his time to videotap
ing the Sumas Mountain Project, a
citizen campaign to stop the Trillium
Corporation from selling timber rights,
for an area near Sumas, to a raw-log
export company. Seventy people live
downhill from the site, which is next to
a slide area. Cutting poses possible
property damage or loss of life.
Besides the Sumas Mountain Project,
Kevin is working primarily with public
relations and outreach aspects of B.C.
Forest Action, a group fighting to stop
clear cutting of ancient forests in British
Columbia. Acting as a clearing house
between Bellingham and British Colum
bia, Kevin gathers pertinent information
from a coalition of environmental
groups and prepares packets for facilita
tors of other environmental groups.

won’t really take care of it. That’s part
of the problem at Western. People don’t
.t was a dirty habit. Servicemen were
consider Western home.”
flagrantly tossing trash over the side of
Kevin encourages people to examine
the ship. Kevin Corrigan was no better
what they care about most and then do
than the rest. He tossed his share too.
something constructive about it.
'Then I saw engine parts with hydrau
“We’re manifestations of the earth and
lic oil thrown over the side,” he said. "A
we’re taking constantly,” he said.
few of us made a big deal of it and as a
“People should be giving back 30-fold.
result we were stepped on.”
We should give back to the biological
That event sparked a new direction in
bank of assets.
Kevin’s life. Kevin now stands with a
“You can invest in yourself, your
small group of Western students who
friends or a spouse, but they will all die.
have made a priority of giving their
The biological bank can go on forever.”
energy to the earth.
Reaching into his backpack, Kevin
Betsy Lee, another Western student,
pulls out a thick folder containing
shares Kevin’s outlook and enthusiasm.
newspapers and information packets
During high school, Betsy read articles
published by groups such as Western
about the environment which sparked
Canada Wilderness Committee and the
her interest.
Student Environmental Action Coalition.
“My sense of priority has changed,”
“Everyone shares information. It’s
she said about the differences she saw in
great. When one person has BINGO,
herself after becoming more involved
everyone has BINGO.”
with environmental issues. “I care less
Kevin said his greatest personal
about material things and have different
victory is realizing that Western’s
priorities. I feel healthier
campus is full of leaders.
because of it.”
After he gave a campus
“People must call where they are home.
Kevin is a senior studying
presentation about the
environmental education and
Walbran Valley, on
A few months ago, I realized that if I
mass communication. “I
Vancouver Island, Kevin
don’t
call
Bellingham
home,
then
I
won
Y
spend all of my time
asked for people to join
really take care of it. That’s part of the
working for different groups
groups for action. He said
like B.C. Forest Action. I get
that each person at the
problem at Western. People don’t con
up at 6:30 a.m. and work
meeting made a commit
sider
Western
home.
”
until 1 a.m.,” he said. “All
ment to help in some way.
the parts of my day look the
Betsy Lee also said she
“Everything is so interconnected that
same...my mornings look like my
feels encouraged by student involve
evenings and my Sundays look like
I’m not really working in just one area,”
ment, but said there is always room for
he said.
Wednesdays.”
more.
Ideally, Kevin would like to see all
After Kevin returned from the service
“I have seen a lot of change this year.
he joined the Public Interest Research
Western students dedicate themselves to
There are more environmental groups on
solving real life problems. His mission is campus.”
Group in Olympia and conducted
environmental evaluations on campuses
to get people excited about the earth.
She, in fact, is one of the founders of
Kevin describes his mission with
across the state. The evaluations looked
Western’s Animal Rights Club (ARC).
energy and enthusiasm.
closely at campuses’ environmental
ARC tries to bridge the gap between
“First, people must call where they are
behavior, such as conservation and
humans and animals.
home. A few months ago, I realized that
recycling.
In weekly ARC meetings, Betsy and
if I don’t call Bellingham home, then I
Kevin feels that activism not only
others promote awareness of issues
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Kevin Corrigan and Betsy Lee.
pertaining to animal rights, such as
animal research on campus.
When Betsy was growing up, she said
she always loved animals. Her family
owned rodeo bulls and she became
desensitized to their pain.
“I was told that it was ‘just a buir,”
Betsy said. “I realized that they're more
than ‘just’ bulls. Everything is more than
‘just a’. By looking in their eyes, you
can see something that thinks and feels.”
Betsy is a junior studying environmen
tal education. This summer she will be
working at a wildlife refuge in Tetlin,

Alaska, educating people with wildlife
presentations.
“I would like to have everyone
educated to a point they can feel concern
in their hearts,” she said. “It’s one thing
to educate and another for them to feel
it.”
One issue Betsy is working to inform
others about is vegetarianism. “People
don’t always realize the environmental
issues for vegetarianism,” she said.
The environmental issues include
problems from stock-animal manure.
The water run-off from factory farms
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often contami
nates local
waterways and has
a direct effect on
babies born with
birth defects,
Betsy said.
In day-to-day
life, Betsy works
on setting an
example for her
friends and people
with whom she
comes in contact.
“Being a
vegetarian is part
of it. I buy
recycled toilet
paper and try to
recycle all my
paper,” she said.
“Most of all I try
to be approach
Michael J. Lehnert
able.
“Being active broadens my perspec
tives. It strengthens my own views. As a
result I feel very strongly about every
thing I am involved with.”
Kevin and Betsy both have committed
time and energy to saving the earth.
Although concentrating on different
aspects, both are concentrating on
encouraging more students to follow
their lead.
Saj^a Bynum is a senior journalism major
planning to work in public relations for
the United Way in Seattle this summer.
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Restoration Ecology-

Restored wetlands on the Carlsens' farm.

Mike Wewer

Ruthy Porter

T

he pond is alive. Red-winged blackbirds call to each other as they
flit in and out of the cattails. A family of Canada geese glides over the
glassy surface. Hearing me approach, a doe raises her head.
As I come closer, croaking frogs fall
silent and the air fills with the sound of
buzzing insects.
Fm standing on Roy and Lila Carlsens'
92-acre farm. Nestled in the northwest
corner of Whatcom County, it is a pastoral
blend of field and forest.
IFs hard for me to imagine that when I
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moved here seven years ago this tranquil
pond wasn’t even here. This dynamic wet
land was silent then -- buried under
pastureland.
While investigating the history of the
neighborhood, the Carlsens learned that a
large portion of their back field had been
drained and filled about 40 years ago. The

previous farmer gained about two acres of
grazing land for his efforts. At that time,
filling wetlands was commonly practiced.
Most people were unaware that wetlands
are an integral part of the environment.
The Carlsens knew that wetland wildlife
habitats had become scarce by the 1980s.
They thought about the situation, contem
plating every angle. Then they began the
long process of restoration.
Patience and perseverance eventually
paid off.
The Carlsens have won accolades for
their efforts in wildlife conservation and
wetland restoration. In 1989, Roy and Lila
were named Whatcom County Conserva
tion District Cooperators of the Year. In
1992, they received the State Wildlife
Farm of the Year award, which honors
farmers who provide and protect wildlife
habitat on their land.
None of this recognition came easily.
In the fall of 1986 the Carlsens began
digging, exposing a large area of clay.
They planted vegetation to stave off
erosion by winter rains: rye grass for fast
cold-weather cover and clover for its abil
ity to break up the hard-clay soil. To aid
topsoil development, they mulched with
rotted hay and dry manure.
By early winter, rain filled the pond. The
water began eroding channels in the clay.
Roy and Lila hurried to check the problem
by filling the channels with rocks and old
hay.
In accordance with Soil Conservation
Service recommendations, Roy installed
about 2,000 feet of fencing to protect the
area from livestock damage. He and Lila
planted native flora around the pond, ob
taining young plants from the surrounding
woods, neighbors’ yards and local nurser
ies.
That spring they planted cattails and
various grasses, providing shore stability
as well as food and shelter for water fowl.
The Carlsens planted honeysuckle, blue
berries, Oregon grape, mountain ash and
hawthorn to attract native birds and other
wildlife. Trees, such as maple, willow,
poplar, cedar, pine and Douglas fir, were
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It can start in your own backyard
added to provide shelter and cool shade.
Cottonwood and alder soon came up on
their own.
During the first years, ducks and geese
visited the pond, but would not breed.
Today, those birds and scores of others
nest at the pond. It has taken time, and no
small amount of prodding by the Carlsens,
for the pond to mature. Although Roy and
Lila continue to add new plants, the ur
gency fades as the pond stabilizes.
On summer evenings the day ’ s birdsongs
are replaced by a chorus of frogs. Bats dine
on the insects that congregate just above
the pond’s surface. Redtailed hawks circle
overhead, searching the clearing for un
suspecting rodents. Coyotes are perhaps
the most timid inhabitants, making it a rare
treat to catch a glimpse of one. Other
animals are downright bold.
To the delight of the resident blue heron,
the Carlsens plant about 10,000 juvenile
salmon in the pond each year. The fish are
released into Bertrand Creek each spring,
in hopes of re-establishing a once thriving
run.
Another pond resident keeps the Carlsens
on their toes. They now know that a sudden
drop in water level usually indicates that a
particularly persistent muskrat is up to his
favorite trick. This muskrat seems intent
on tunneling through the clay bank, effec
tively pulling the plug. When this happens,
Roy must find and plug the hole to prevent

the premature release of salmon into the
creek.
The antics of these wild creatures both
delight and educate the Carlsens’ visiting
grandchildren. The children learn about
the importance of wildlife and wetlands to
a healthy environment. Their grandpar
ents teach them to act responsibly, taking
only what they need from nature and giv
ing back all they can.
Whether in the woods, at the pond or in
the garden, the Carlsens encourage peace
ful coexistence with the natural world.
They carry their love for wildlife with
them when they leave the pond behind.
The yard around their home is also a haven
for creatures large and small.
The Carlsens have invested a great deal
of time, energy and money to restore and
protect wildlife habitat. Why is this impor
tant? What is it that wetlands do for people?
They provide us with clean water, food,
aesthetic beauty and help control floods.
Acting as catch basins, wetlands reduce
the frequency and severity of floods by
releasing the runoff from heavy rains into
a river system slowly. Wetlands filter con
taminants as the water seeps into underly
ing aquifers. Aquatic plants take up many
toxic pollutants and break them down to
less harmful substances. Many species of
animals and plants can only survive in
wetland ecosystems.
John Gillies, district conservationist for
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the USDA Soil Conservation Service, es
timates that 55,000 to 60,000 acres of
Whatcom County’s original wetlands have
been drained and filled for agricultural
purposes alone. In recent years, the trend
has taken a different direction. Gillies told
me that approximately 72 wildlife ponds
were created on private lands in this county
between 1979 and 1991.
Thanks to the Carlsens and others like
them, over 360 acres of new or restored
wetlands now dot the county. These
hardworking, dedicated people expect no
financial rewards, and accept public rec
ognition for their actions with great mod
esty.
The Carlsens demonstrate several ways
individuals can aid wildlife and build
healthy environments, whether on 100 acres
or a small city plot. We can learn from their
efforts, and more importantly, we can pass
on the knowledge to others.
Sharing information and educating chil
dren and adults alike are perhaps the most
effective and precious tools available to
us. The Carlsens shows us that people can
help the environment simply by starting in
their own backyards.

Ruthy Porter is an environmental
education student working toward a
career in interpretation.
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prkes and interesting titles.
QUALITY USED BOOKS IN OLD FAIRHAVEN
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Recycle Center
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^^Clams^^ continued from page 8
holding tanks, or have systems that can be emptied into open water. However,
recently I’ve seen an increase in the number of pumping stations and people using
them.
This is due, in part, to tighter regulations. The Sound, Hood Canal, and the San
Juans are “no dumping zones.” Those caught by the Coast Guard mixing sewage with
the water in these areas face a possible fine of $5,000. For that reason, boat
manufacturers now install toilet systems with a valve that routes the waste to a holding
tank. According to the Coast Guard, the handles of those valves should be placed in
the proper position and the handle either wired shut or removed entirely so that only
the holding tank is used. Despite the new rules, people still do a lot of dumping
because pumping stations are in short supply and are often broken.
But these new programs are not enough. For the most part, the legislation, testing
and pumping stations take care of contamination after it becomes a problem. What
we need to do is practice prevention, and that will only come when people start to care.
Community involvement is a key to preventing problems like what has happened to
Kiket Bay. People need to care about what lies underneath their manicured lawns and
towering Douglas firs instead of waiting for a mandatory sewer system. The garbage
dumps and broken septic tanks hurt us even when they ’re invisible; they degrade our
quality of life and rob us of nature. Ignoring this problem won’t make it go away.
Instead, we’ll only succeed in making ourselves sick.
Still unkempt, but no longer oil-soaked, Colin Wilcox is still muddling through
life as an environmental journalism student

FAIRHAVEN
CARD & COMIC
“Not your typical card shop”
Free subscription boxes
10% discount with WWU I.D.

1100 Harris Ave, Bellingham
738-CARD
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^^Barbara” continued from page 10
below what is necessary to service the water rights that are already existing.” Barbara
is also concerned that many people don’t realize the severity of the area’s water
problems.
There can be no doubt that Barbara is working hard for an integrated community and
a clean environment, and though our corner of the state can boast of a quality of life
few other areas equal, we are still experiencing continued environmental degradation.
But many of her constituents consider Barbara Brenner one of Whatcom County’s
greatest natural resources.
Susan Spence is a senior majoring in environmental policy and assessment.
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John takes a break

“The best things Vve gotten from being dean at Huxley are my relationships with students.”
John Miles

Peter Donaldson

w

T ▼ hen I first met John Miles two and a half years ago at
a Huxley College potluck, he was so friendly and relaxed I
thought he was either an older student or a lab technician. Then
I heard that he was the dean and I couldn’t believe my ears.
Deans aren’t supposed to attend potlucks with a bunch of
students. I’d always thought of deans as stuffy white shirts who
were either out at lunch or always in meetings.
But John is different.
I found him available, interested and genuinely concerned
about my academic and personal life. I’ve talked with many other
students who feel exactly the same.
Now, after seven years at the helm, John is stepping down to
take a year's sabbatical, then return in the fall of 1993 as a full
time faculty member.
Huxley has made great strides into the future during his tenure
as dean, although John claims no credit. Achievements include:
% An enrollment increase from 130 to more than 400 students.
♦An increase and diversification of the faculty.
•An increase in established research programs.
•A graduate program that has “come of age.”
•New majors, such as environmental journalism and environ
mental economics.
“These changes are a combination of leadership throughout the
college and circumstance, if you will, in the sense that society has
become more committed to environmental protection,” John
said. “I also think student values have shifted toward areas they
perceive as more socially significant or at least different, and I
think faculty and students have done an increasingly good job
explaining what Huxley College is about.”
Already a published author of some renown, John plans to
spend his sabbatical writing.
He has always had a drive to write and now has three substantial
writing projects that should keep him busy.
Along with writing, John’s choice to step down reflects his
desire to concentrate on teaching. Even as dean he never let up on
teaching, in his own specialty, environmental education, and in
conservation history and special seminars.
“If I have to make the choice, the choice would be teaching and
writing, as opposed to administration.”
When John talks about lessons learned, he doesn’t espouse bold
philosophical statements, but looks to his experience as dean and
draws hope for cooperation and dialogue between faculty, admin
istration and students.
“It’s really made me think about environmental studies and all
its disciplines. Questions such as what it is and what it should be.”
He bases his fondest memories on the healthy friendships he’s
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Dean John Miles of Huxley College.

Rich Fotheringill

established with students. Many of them have become his closest
friends.
Another great moment that John mentioned was his experience
last spring at the First Washington State Environmental Educa
tion Association Conference. When he stood at the podium to give
the opening address, he looked over the audience and saw that it
was full of Huxley graduates. To see so many former students in
their professional capacities made him proud.
John’s optimism is fuel for the fire. He expects environmental
studies to grow dramatically and eventually become one of the
classic disciplines. Still, he feels that Huxley shouldn’t grow
beyond its originally planned size of 40 faculty and 600 students.
No matter how large the college may become, those who have
known John as teacher and friend, I’m sure share my thoughts that
he will always be a standout.

Peter Donaldson expects to graduate in August after an
internship with High Country News in Paonia, Colorado. After
thaty who knows.
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The man who loved to spend his time walking in the woods was dismissed as a loafer. If he would
only spend his time as a speculator “shearing off those woods and making earth bald before his
time ” he would be known as a virtuous and enterprising citizen. “As if a town had no interest
in its forest but to cut them down!” -- Henry David Thoreau

